BUYING GUIDE

FÄRLÖV
Sofa series

MODELS
2-seat sofa
3-seat sofa
Armchair
Footstool with storage

Removable cover

Choice of cover

Washable cover

Storage in footstool

Pocket springs

Welcome to your most comfortable self!
Spacious and embracing, soft and welcoming. FÄRLÖV sofa is
beautiful and comfortable to live with, year after year. Pocket
springs follow your body, provide support exactly where needed
and help the sofa keep its inviting shape. The top layer’s cut foam
pieces and the selected covers, in smooth velvet or with natural
linen added, provide additional comfort. And the generous size fits
the entire family. Sit and relax – and let the sofa bring out your
most comfortable self!

Read more in the
guarantee brochure.

All the products (shown here) may not be available at the store. Please contact the staff
or look at IKEA.my for more information. For more detailed product information,
see the pricetag and the Internet. All units require assembly.

MODELS

FÄRLÖV armchair
Overall size: W84×D64×H51 cm

FÄRLÖV footstool
Overall size: W93×D101×H88 cm

Total price incl. cover

Total price incl. cover
DJUPARP dark grey

491.926.77

RM850

DJUPARP dark grey

691.923.89

RM1,550

DJUPARP yellow-beige

291.926.83

RM850

DJUPARP yellow-beige

391.923.95

RM1,550

FLODAFORS beige

791.926.71

RM650

FLODAFORS beige

491.922.53

RM1,350

FLODAFORS white

291.926.64

RM650

FLODAFORS white

291.917.06

RM1,350

FÄRLÖV 3-seat sofa
Overall size: W218×D106×H88 cm

FÄRLÖV 2-seat sofa
Overall size: W178×D106×H88 cm
Total price incl. cover

Total price incl. cover

DJUPARP dark grey

991.926.27

RM2,550

DJUPARP dark grey

791.926.52

RM2,850

DJUPARP yellow-beige

791.926.33

RM2,550

DJUPARP yellow-beige

491.926.58

RM2,850

FLODAFORS beige

491.924.08

RM2,250

FLODAFORS beige

991.926.46

RM2,550

FLODAFORS white

791.924.02

RM2,250

FLODAFORS white

491.926.39

RM2,550
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GOOD TO KNOW
FABRIC SOFAS
Our fabrics have been tested
At IKEA we test the fabric covers on our sofas and armchairs so you can be sure they’re durable. The fabric’s
ability to resist abrasion is tested by using a machine to
rub it against another fabric while applying firm pressure.
A fabric that can take 15,000 cycles is suitable for furniture
that must withstand everyday life at home – and if it can
take more than 30,000 cycles, it is very resistant to abrasion. All fabrics are sensitive to sunlight, which is why we
also check that our fabrics resist fading effectively.

Durable in different ways
Tough tests are an important way to check the durability
of our fabric covers, but they don’t tell the whole story.
Durability also depends on materials, construction and
manner of use. Heavy, tightly woven fabrics with a flat surface are most resistant to abrasion. Fabrics with a mixture
of natural and synthetic fibres can withstand abrasion better than fabrics with only natural fibers. Yarn-dyed fabrics
are more durable than fabrics with printed patterns. And a
dirty cover wears out faster than a clean one. The fabric is
also affected by how you use your sofa of course.

Washing instructions

Resistance
to abrasion
(cycles)

Light
fastness
(0-6)

DJUPARP dark grey

Machine washable at 40°C.

25,000

5

DJUPARP yellow-beige

Machine washable at 40°C.

25,000

5

FLODAFORS white

Machine washable at 40°C.

25,000

6

FLODAFORS beige

Machine washable at 40°C.

25,000

5

TALLMYRA (for GB)

Machine washable at 40°C.

30,000

5

FLODAFORS: A yarn-dyed fabric with natural hints of flax that give the cover
a texture that both looks and feels crisp. 59.5% cotton, 24% polyester, 16.5%
linen.

DJUPARP cover is made of velvet which, through a traditional weaving technique, gives the fabric a warm, deep colour and a soft surface with a dense
pile and light, reflective shine. The velvet is woven from viscose and polyester,
which are strong and durable fibres. 62% polyester, 38% viscose/rayon.

ALL PARTS AND PRICES
EXTRA COVER
Cover for footstol with storage.

Cover for 2-seat sofa.

DJUPARP dark grey

303.067.06 RM450

DJUPARP dark grey

303.067.11

RM1,150

DJUPARP yellow-beige

003.067.03 RM450

DJUPARP yellow-beige

103.067.07

RM1,150

FLODAFORS beige

503.067.05 RM250

FLODAFORS beige

703.067.09 RM850

FLODAFORS white

803.067.04 RM250

FLODAFORS white

903.067.08 RM850

Cover for armchair.
DJUPARP dark grey

103.066.94 RM750

DJUPARP yellow-beige

703.066.91 RM750

FLODAFORS beige

303.066.93 RM550

FLODAFORS white

503.066.92 RM550

Cover for 3-seat sofa.
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DJUPARP dark grey

403.067.15 RM1,250

DJUPARP yellow-beige

103.067.12

RM1,250

FLODAFORS beige

703.067.14

RM950

FLODAFORS white

903.067.13 RM950
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